Capital Letters

Capitalise:
- The first letter of a sentence
- Proper nouns (names of people, specific places, products, etc)
- The pronoun ‘I’
- Days of the week, months of the year, holidays.

Rewrite the following sentences, adding capitals where they belong.

1. my birthday is next week and i have asked for a dog, i will call him bingo.

2. our friend is the best player on the football team.

3. standing on her tip toes, jane could reach the tree branch.

4. next saturday, i’m going to the beach with my friend.

5. last summer, joshua and his family went to paris.

6. my friend xavier asked what i wanted for christmas.

7. my favourite movie of all time is toy story.

8. the bus was travelling from sydney to melbourne.

9. the teacher’s birthday is in april.

10. dad suggested we go to pizza hut for rowan’s birthday.
Capital Letters Answers

Capitalise:
- The first letter of a sentence
- Proper nouns (names of people, specific places, products, etc)
- The pronoun ‘I’
- Days of the week, months of the year, holidays.

Rewrite the following sentences, adding capitals where they belong.

1. my birthday is next week and i have asked for a dog. i will call him bingo.
   
   My birthday is next week and I have asked for a dog. I will call him Bingo.

2. our friend is the best played on the football team.
   
   Our friend is the best player on the football team.

3. standing on her tip toes, jane could reach the tree branch.
   
   Standing on her tip toes, Jane could reach the tree branch.

4. next saturday, i’m going to the beach with my friend.
   
   Next Saturday, I’m going to the beach with my friend.

5. last summer, joshua and his family went to paris.
   
   Last summer, Joshua and his family went to Paris.

6. my friend xavier asked what i wanted for christmas.
   
   My friend Xavier asked what I wanted for Christmas.

7. my favourite movie of all time is toy story.
   
   My favourite movie of all time is Toy Story.

8. the bus was travelling from sydney to melbourne.
   
   The bus was travelling from Sydney to Melbourne.

9. the teacher's birthday is in april.
   
   The teacher’s birthday is in April.

10. dad suggested we go to pizza hut for rowan’s birthday.
    
    Dad suggested we go to Pizza Hut for Rowan’s birthday.